
Ten years ago, Archbishop Jorge Bergliogo of Argentina, was elected as

Bishop of Rome. He brought to the Roman Catholic Church a mixture of

joy, surprise, and celebration, and for some, especially the diehard

traditionalists, it was more a reaction of shock and fear. For this new

pope decided to call himself Francis. No other pope had ever chosen

that name. The name Francis was a sign that things would now be

different, and that the Church must return to the true values of the

gospel, return to simplicity, to humility, and to a special love and care for

the poor and the marginalised. And to become more inclusive and

compassionate in its practices. Pope Francis recognised that the Church

had no better teacher and exemplar of the way of Jesus than the

mediaeval friar, Francesco di Bernadone, known to the world as Francis

of Assisi.

It is easy to be biographical about Francis because so much is known

about him, including some popular legends. I have had a fair crack at

the story of his life, the community of brothers that he formed, his

travels, and his impact, as we have celebrated this patronal festival over

the past few years. It will be enough today just to revisit some of the

themes from his life that have an impact on me.

Francis once said, “Preach the gospel at all times; and when absolutely

necessary, use words.” Francis was all about orthopraxy, or living and

practising the gospel, rather than orthodoxy, which is all and perhaps

only about having the so-called correct beliefs, words and rituals.

Francis exemplified the life which Jesus challenged people to live, that is

to live in the gospel: to give up all those material and cultural things you

cling to, but which fail to produce life, give up your power, your
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posturing, your misguided priorities, as Jesus demanded and said to

those who would listen, ‘Come, follow me.’

Francis called the Church back to its gospel roots and inspired many

others in the process, not just his own followers. He did it in a most

practical and radical way, by embracing poverty, simplicity, spiritual

discipline and general imitation of his Lord and Saviour Jesus. That call

of the gospel is something that each Church community and each

Christian person needs to hear again and again, and to respond

positively and at least in the spirit of a Francis of Assisi.

Perhaps we know Francis best because he is largely responsible for the

Christmas crib and nativity play. The annual harvest thanksgiving that

we observe today long postdates him, but there is little doubt he would

have highly approved of it, given his relationship to the creation, the

earth, as well as his heart for the poor, inspired by Jesus’ birth into a

poor family, which Francis interpreted as a sign of God’s love for the

poor.

Francis had a special love for the created world. He believed that nature

itself was the mirror of God. He recognised instinctively that the visible

world is an active doorway to the invisible world, the much larger world

of the Spirit. In other words, the creation reveals the divine presence.

We just have to recognise this truth.

Francis certainly did see all of creation, including all human beings, as

part of the one family of God. So he gave created forms such names as

Brother Sun and Sister Moon. One of Francis’ early followers, the

Scottish Oxford University theologian John Duns Scotus, gave this a

theological explanation by saying, in essence, that God’s first “idea” was

to pour out divine, infinite love into finite, visible forms. The Creation
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itself, the universe including our world is the first Incarnation, the first

Bible, the first manifestation of God’s being that was once pure Spirit.

The Christ Mystery was the blueprint of reality from the very start. As

the Gospel of John begins, ‘In the beginning was the Word, and the

Word was with God and was God…. Through him all things came into

being, and not one thing came into being except through him.’ And it

goes on to say that this blueprint of reality, this Word (capital W),

became flesh and dwelt among us.

In Jesus we have seen God’s original idea and plan take on human form.

And we too, therefore, as human beings, are incarnations of the divine

nature, with all the potential to reveal the living presence of God in our

own lives, with Jesus as our mentor, model, and example of God’s big

idea for all humanity. It is the free choice of every human being to

accept or reject their divine nature and vocation.

And in Franciscan thought, Jesus did not assume flesh to rescue us from

our so-called fallen state, or, as it were, to correct Adam and Eve’s sin

which has put us in such dire straits; rather, Jesus would have come

among us without that unfortunate Augustinian idea of original sin.

God is Love. Love by its very nature wants to be one with its beloved, so

our salvation has been announced and realised in an Incarnate God. If

God became a human being, then it’s good to be a human being! The

birth and life of Jesus confirmed that human life is good, and that God

loves us.

The suffering and death of Jesus, although having wider significance,

essentially confirmed how deep and sacrificial is that love, how far God

would go for us. As God was with Jesus on that cross, so God is with us

in our own suffering and our final breaths. We can therefore live in
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hope. We can look forward confidently. As we pray in the funeral

liturgy: ‘although death comes to us all, life is changed not taken away.’

Death and transformation are part of the deal; resurrection and renewal

are the final goal and result of God’s love affair with humanity.

Enough said perhaps of Franciscan thought and the future important

though that is. We should conclude by coming back to the present and

the practicality, which was most important to Francis himself. What is

ours to do? We may usefully see that whenever Church life descends

into issues about almost anything but the gospel, we need a St Francis to

remind us of what we are here for. That is, with our lips and through our

lives to make Jesus Christ known, to be, as we sing in Francis’ own hymn,

channels of God’s peace; compassionate instead of competitive, to

spread the spirit of love and harmony within our church, within our

communities, and with all to whom we relate, to practice welcome and

hospitality, to be able to live and love with disagreement and diversity,

to live more simply and to be servants to all, especially those who are in

any kind of need. Obsessing or focusing on anything else is a distraction,

a waste of energy, and brings our Christian identity and vocation into

disrepute.

Francis of Assisi made an impact in his world and time by demonstrating

in a particular way what a truly Christ-like life looks like. It is by our

living and growing in the gospel, seeking to embrace authentic Christian

lives and lifestyles that our church worship and membership is going to

mean something and to have an impact in the sceptical, cynical, and

spiritually impoverished times we live in. May the example and prayers

of our beloved patron lead us to greater wholeness, holiness, and

confidence as followers of Jesus.
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